Veera Teertham renovation works which commenced in the month of March completed by the end of April. Now it is waiting for formal inauguration and worship.

Cleaning the shrubs for carrying out the survey properly

Site inspection is on ....
Cleaning the area with JCB

Making of approach road to the proposed Veera Teertham
Approach road is passing through an adjacent water body which is used by the cattle.
Veera Teertham is full of water after excavating the area

Use of old stones in renovating the Traditional water body – Veera Teertham
Recycling of material
Pumping out the water for further construction

Wooden poles standing majestically in the water body – provision for keeping the submergible pump properly
Slowly and gradually the Teerham is taking shape
Construction of parapet wall ....
Giving finishing touches by sloping the top portion and cementing it
Entry to the Veera Teertham with a beautiful gate and steps
Long distance and short distance photographs of the holy Veera Teertham
White Washing is on ....
Traditional Kavi painting

Fully completed Veera Teertham – waiting for inauguration
Preservation of adjacent water body for the use of Cattle

Vivekananda Kendra – Nardep decided to preserve and improve the adjacent water body by cleaning the entire area and giving a proper shape to the old water body by using JCB etc. The new body looks beautiful with perennial water which will be useful to the cattle as well as birds during the hot summer.

Old water body in a bad shape

Use of JCB for cleaning the surrounding area
Levelling of the area and bunding to give proper shape to the water body

Ponny relishing the water from the cleaned water body